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Abstract 
New types of permanent magnets are discussed in 

this paper. These magnets are composed of radially 
magnetizad(m,Jltipole n3gnets) or vertically magnetized 
(iinear periodrc magnets) segments. The required 
magnetic tield are produced by modulating the widths 
( ml type) or thicknesses ( MT type f of the segments. 
The performance of these magnets is discussed. 

1. Introduction 
Multipole permanent magnet 5 are widely used in 

electrical machines,accelerators,beam transport syste~~s 
NMR CT and other places. Linear periodic magnets are 
widely used in photon factory and free electron laser. 
The commonly used permanent n~agne\:~$re the modulating 
magnetization direction type(MMD) ’ . These magnets 
are composed of permanent magnet segments with various 
magnetization directions. 

I” the new permanent multipole magnets only 
radially (centrifugally and certripetally ) magnetized 
magnet 
(Mw typ,s;K% o~‘~od~;~:‘;“2 B~h~o~;;~;~,‘tp,T;‘e yd;;” 

type)~‘~” of the segments, the required magnetic field 
can be formed. And in the new linear periodic magnets 
(wiggler and undulator) “*” the magnet segments are all 
magnetized parallely with the required magnetic field 
which is termed by modulating the widths of the segments. 

2. The structure of the new magnets 
For multipole magnets in order to establish a 2N 

pole magnetic field the cyl indrica 1 magnet core is 

divided into 2N equal parts. Each part of the magnet 
core is divided into n equal sectors. The cent ml 
angle of each sector is 6 , and 

d R/N” . (1) 

In each sector. there is a permanent magnet 
segment. In the MW type the widths of the segments are 

modulated according to the angular coordinates of their 
central Lines and the required magnetic field dis- 
tribution. If the angular coordinnte of the central 
l;e ;f ; segment IS ~6 , its width or its central angle 

dj= d)SinNj61. (2) 

And we call it the jth segment. 

The magnetization directions of the segments are 
arranged as follows: 

Mj:lM[ ,if SinNJ ‘63 0; Mj= -I%l,if SinKjd,<O. (3) 

The inner and outer edges of the magnet core are 
circles with radius Rland R2respectively. Figure 1 
is a sketch of the cross sectlon of the magnet core 
with tr’:2,n-6. In the sketch,the at-rows indicate the 
magnetization directions of the segments. 

For MT type multipole magnets $=& but the inner 
and outer edges of the magnet core a ta : 

RI= Ro- ASinNe , R2= Ro . (4) 

A and the magnetization of the magnet sc’gment s M 
fullfil the following relations: 

t- 

A = IA\, M,-\M/, if SinNo 30; (5a) 

A = -IAl, Mrm -]MI, if SinNO ~$0. (5b) 

Where 0 is the angular coordinate. Figure 2 is a ske- 
tch of the upper half of the cross section of the MT 
type magnet. 

Figure 7 is a sketch of the cross section of the 
npw type of linear periodic magnets. Th<s symmetrical 
plant of the magnet gap is chr xz-plane. The required 

:‘- They can bc ;i, Rn,RI R +ASinNB 0 
or K,~Ro-ASinN , 

Figure 1. A sketch of the cross section of a 
MMD magnet 

Figure 2. A sketch of the upper half of the 
CTass section of a MT magnet 

magnetic Eield is along the y-axis. The magnet Seg- 
ments are periodically placed along the x-axis and 
the magnetic field periodically distributions along 
the x-axis also. The length of each period is ;h. In 
each period , there are 2x1 equal sections and the 
length of each section is d =x/211. In each section 

a segment is placed at its center. The widths of the 

segments are modulated according to the x-coordinates 
of the central line of these segments. If the X-COOT- 
dinate of the central line of a segment is (Zj-l)d/Z, 
its thickness is 6; and 6; is described by: 

I , i /,‘,‘~~~,;i,~~~~~~~~:,:~~~~~ /gy/;‘i / / / //, /, /‘///, // ,//’ oqoo 0 Ifl[1lmzm Ii /iI&&& 
,,a 

Figure 3. A sketch of a MW type linear periodic 
R,m RO+ ASinNBallo- - magnet with 2~12 
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The segments are all magnetized in the y-direction. The 
magnetization directions of the segments are arranged 
as follows: 

Y-g Y+g . + 
(x-x’-qx)i+(y-gj 

2 
(x-x’-qh) +(y*$--’ 

M y,j= IMI, if Cos(2j-1)7L/Zn ‘/ 0; (7a) 
(16) 

The totle number of periods of the magnet is 2p+l and 

M y, j= -/Ml 1 if Cos(2j-1) lZ/2n ,C 0. (7b) 
the y-axis is the symmetrical line of the magnet. 

Considering equation(7), for case n$ H.,can, to a 
In figure 3 only one whole period is shown. The arrows good approximation, be described by: Y 

indicate the magnetization directions. 
3. The scalar potential and the magnetic field 
The scalar potential produced by multipole magnet 

y-h-g - 

(y-h-g)2+( jd +qh-x)2 
is: 

+(r,@,z)= 
Y-g 

2 
+ Y+g 

(y-g) +( jd+qX-xl (yrg! t(J +qA--xl 2 r----7 - 

MZ,& ($ )dV' . (8) y+h+g 1 I. 

Here j*= r* + rt2 - ’ Zrr’Cos(6- -0’) l ( z-z’ I*. (9) 
(y+h+g)‘+(jd+qX-x)‘ 

Generally p>>l, we can to a good approximation,put p-40 
The integral is taken over the whole volume of all the and get the field expression in the 2-dimensional ideal 
magnet segments. 
case for MW magnetE~~‘,~~lly 

in Z-dimensional ideal case(n*l,p~>1~.c5J 

+ (r, 0 j- -2n(Mlrln3 Sin0 

2nY Hy= 4KlMICosh h e 
-2Irgih (1-e-2nh/h 

jcos g- . 

R1 
, for N = 1; (lOa) (17) 

r$(r, 0 )= -2rC[M( gN (-& - -&- )SinNB, 
So in the Z-dimensional ideal case, the field produced 

by this new type magnet is a pure sinusoidal curve 
R with period along the x-axis. 

for N + 1. (lob) 
The above equations indicate that in the 2-dimensional 
ideal case, the M’rl magnets produce a pure ZN-pole mag- 
netic field. 

Putting equations (4,5) in equation (8) and neg- 
lecting high order terms of A/Ro, one gets the spa;6$al 
expression of the potential produced by MT magnets: 

$(r, 0 )= -2ElMAI($- )NSinN6 . 
0 

(Iii 

This is a potential ot pure 2N-pole magnetic field also 
In analysing the linear periodic magnets we use 

the Cartesian coordinate system. Because of the scg- 
ments are all magnetized along y-direction only, the 
potential at point P(x,y,z) is as follows: 

4( x,y,zj= 
! 

M ,a&)d”’ . 
y JY’ P 

(12) 

Here pz= (x-x’jL+ (y-y’jL+ (z-z’)‘. 
Generally the dimension of the magnet along the 

z-axis is much larger than the magnet gap. We can 
approximately evaluate the integration over the z-axis 
from oOto -aoat first and get: 

+(x,y) = 2 
I 

My< Y-Y’ 
2 

dx’dy’ . 
(x-x’j +(y-y’j 

And H - the required magnetic field can be expressed 
as fo lows: Y 

Hy= 2 
i 

xy,[ y-h-g y+h+g 
L 

(x-x’) +(y-h-g) 
2 2 

(x-x’) c(y+h+g) 
2 

-- Y-.8 y+g dx’ . 
L 

+ 

(x-x’ 1 4 (y-g) 
2 

(x-x’) +iy+h) 
rl 

(13) 
Considering the structure o$ the nagnet,we get: 

P rtl I”+ 

4. The field strength and quality 
The soft iron shield can be used in both the new 

types of multipole magnets and MW linear periodic mag- 
nets. For the linear periodic magnets the y-coordi- 
nates of the ends of the images of the permanent magnet 
segments in the soft iron shield aref[g+2s(n+hig): , 
~[g+h+2s(a+h+gj], 4[g+h+20+2t(A+h+g)] and [g+2h+2A * 

2t(a+h+g)] respectively. In the above expressions s 
and t are integers, s runs from one to infinity and t 
runs from zero to infinity. Considering the positions 
of the images from equation (12) we get the total 
field of the magnet with soft iron shield. 

Hyr 4xlMI Cos % Cosh2”Y -%iAcl- -2nhlA., 
7% e 

e 
i 

[ 

1+ e-2!c(h+2,‘)/h 
-------I. 1 -e-4n(h+g+a) /h 

(18? 

Comparing equations (17) and (18), the strengthening 
factor F of the sott iron shield is as follows:(‘J 

-2R(h+Za)/h 
F = 

lt f 
1- e-hn(h+gta)/h ’ 

(19) 

Figure 4 shows the dependence of F on h/x for gl&h=O.O$ 
0.10 and 0.20. For smaller h/h,F is greater than two. 

where 

(14) I 

Figure 4. The dependence of Figure 5. The field distri- 

(15aj F On h/h but ions of MM11 and MW magnet 
For the multipole magnets we have calculated the 

xl I d (2j-l)T --$-hi 
magnetic field of MMD and MW magnets with different 

(15bj aperatures. The dacas are shown in table 1. The outer 
radius of MW magnets is selected so that the net weight 

And of permanent magnet materials of both types with the 

y-h-g y+h+g 
same inner aperature are the same. From that table it 

1 = 
2 

ix-x’-qh) +(y-h-g)’ (x-x’-qhx+h-g)Z 
is evident that, the field strength of Miz type mngnct 

+ is higher than MMT) magnets. (81 



Table 1. 

Type M?m MW MMD Mh' MW MMD MW 

Rl:cm] 3 3 5 5 5 15 15 

R2:cml 5 5.87 7 7.9 7.9 25 29.3 

H[KC] 4.24 1.45 2.19 3.22 1.32 4.26 4.42 

without 
shield -- 

For MT magnets, we have calculated :he field dis- 
tribution also. The datas are show” in figure 5. The 

fz 
20. 
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Figure 5. The field distribution of MMD,MT and 
SMT magnets 

geometrical datas of MT magnet are H2=Ro=7cm, and A=Zcm 
so, the vertical half aperature is 5cm. For comparision, 
the datas of MMD magnet with half aperature of 5cm are 
shown in figure 5 also. 
logy, 

I” order to simply thecg;echno- 
we have studied the simplified MT magnet. The 

SMT magnets are composed of fan shaped segments, whose 
outer and inner edges <ire arcs with radiils R 
respectively. R*equals 7cm and Rl are rrodu ated. ? 
one qualrrnt of till? magnet ( 
5cm and Scm. 

Figure 6 is a fts a~-2 6.6cm, 6.2cm.5.38cm 

tch of the upper half of 
the cross section of the SMT magnet and the datas of 
this magnet arc shown in figure 5 also. The ratios of 

Figure h. k sketch of the cross section of a 
SMT magnet 

of the field strength and the weight of the required 
permanent magnc: rwtrrial of SMT magnet. To those of MMD 
magnet RTF shown :” table 2. 

Table 2. 

=:::I 

The above results show that, the field diolribu- 
tions of MW.MT .tnd SMT magnets are about the same or 
FVC~I b(,tter than that of MMD magnet and the required 
qua’lt sty of pt~rm,~“ent m,lentat material for producing the 
sarm field strength is svallcr for MW,MT and SMT magnet 
t h-1 t h‘ir for MNIl m.ign?t with thr sllme vertical apera- 
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ture. 
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